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Bori ng Cleuet
offering an all-in-0ne hor solution, T+A's E-Series llllsic necei[e] attempts, says Paul Rigby,

t0 please all 0f the people all of the time.

+A (pronounced'T Plus A')
has a long history of build-
ing powerful but compact
one-box systems. Startint
in 1995, its designs have

proven very popular in

Germany and its surrounding ter-
ritories of Austria- Switzerland rnd
Holland. Now the UK is in its siShts.

Its all-in-one Music Receiver desitn
sets out to tive audiophile quality
sound in a family friendly small foot-
print package. But hang on if you're

toing to release a lifestyle product
into the market that bundles plenty

of sources and lots of power from
one box, then why not supply the
speakers toolWon't not bundlinS

speakers surely confuse the tartet

Well,l sought outT+At principal

desitner, LotharWeimann, for an

answer."That\ because we dont see

it as a lifestyle product.lt\ a real,

hith-end system aimed at audiophile
users. lt's not lifestyle a! alll'Which
put me firmly in my place.

"What we have tried to do is

combine a very tood hi-fi system

that really satisfies the demands of

an audiophile but also present a neat

box so that it is compatible with
a modern living room but also for
the lady of rhe famiryl' ln fact, a lot
of the technology that you will find

in this l"lusic Receiver is present in

some ofT+A\ hither-end separate

components, he told me.

As for the Music Receive.
itself, it\ heagi at l0l(g and

arrives in a solid casint spannint

120x440x390mm with plenty of
extruded aluminium. Sources are

plentiful including a CD player,

lnternet and Fl4 radio and streamint
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client which gives you access your

local music server such as a PC or
external hard disk.There are also

tlvo USB inputs on $e rear.The first,
for iPod, bypasses the iPod's own
DAC while the other input is either
for a USB stick or hard disk.You can

also use the box as an external DAC.

Because the streaming client
doesn't have to handle the CD!
associated mechanical and electronic
interferen.e-T&A believes that it's

superior in sound.This is helped,

saidWeimann. by keepint the hard

disk out of the casinS."Hard disks

offer mechanical and electronic
interference, draw hith current
and provide disturbinS electronic
fields-That is wh), we don't like to
build servers but we much prefer

streaminS clients", he said.

T+A is also confident of its
streaming music quallty. because it
recommends a wired connection

only."ln our design, we do haveWi-
Fi as an option," said Weimann,"but
we prefer the cable attachment.Yes,

the cable can limit were you place

the l'1usic Receiver but we would

then advise a Powerline LAN option
({35 from Amazon) to run your
network through your mains.ln our
devices, by the way, if a wired cable

is connected, the hiSh frequency
Wi-Fi transmitters and receivers

are all switched off so there is less

interJerence in the system."

Using in-house designed

components. the l'1usic Receiver

also adopts the latest 32bit DAC

from Burr Brown, the PCl4l795,
in balanced mode, plus an in-house

developed Class D amplifier.

"When we developed the amp,

we tried to tive it an analogue

behaviour." said Weimann.

Pushing out 94W into 8 Ohms,

the amplifier is aspirated by

two separate power supplies,

one for the power amp and

another for the rest of the

electronics.The power

supply for the power

amp uses a traditional

toroidal copper and

iron transformer, "We

think that ir! the best

source for a power
amp, better than a

switch mode power supply

because the latter limits current.The
transformer doesn't have the same

limit You can overload a transformer
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which helps high dynamic sound.

This sort of power supply also helps

when using critical speakers such

as low impedance or heavy phase

shifts between current and voltage.

This means that the amp provides

great control to the bass along with
excellent dynamics."

ln use, I feelT+A has been too
clever for its own good in some

regards. Lothar Weimann stated that
the company didnt want to alienate

traditional hi-fi fans by introducint

the impact and intensity during low
frequency moments and that extra
slice of detail at the sonic extremes

as my reference, so it is not some
matical tiant killer but, taken on its
own terms and for the price, the
Music Receiver surprised me a! both
its musical competence and insight

Here, I found not a jot of upper mid

hardening, iust a transparent and

well ordered soundstage alonS with
excellent instrumental separation

that, on this point, seriously
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order along with its rich upper bass.

Despite using a Class D amplifier,

there was a smoothness and an easy

musicality that made poorly recorded

chart pap quite listenable!

Moving the MR to a living room
environmen! and plugginS in a pair

of older l"lission 70 speakers and

hooking up a wired tAN, I was

slruc( playing Carol Kiddt'lt Never

Entered l4), I'lind', by the high degree

of clarity on offer - more than

the CD drive.The soundstage was

similarly improved and impressive,

while the CD playert rather bloomy

bass disappeared in favour of a
l-*/{s i-l-aw E-Series \lusic
Beceiver is a high qrality prodr-rct ;:l',:::Il"**"uiteorrower

that is built a.ior-r,3 sensible lines
r,vlth plentv of usefi;l feaiures that
wiil io r{eep the auclicp;hile happy.

a new fangled graphical tablet
controller (althouth a dedicated

iPhone/Android app is on the way).

That intention would be admirable
and understandable if the remore

itsell which is essential

because it contains many

unique functions, was

self explanatory - but it
isnt.There is very little
ergonomic design to be

found on the remote

and even less on the
streaming software's
chassis interface. at

least when it accesses

your music.T+A thus
risks confusing the very people itt
supposed to be appealing to. Many

of us have lots of data files that are

often collected in untidy, sprawlinS

and unique arrangements.The only

way such a melange can be accessed

is via a user-defined, touchscreen
graphical interface. Anyth ing else

is a nightmare - so hopefully the
forthcoming app will solve the
problem.

SOU|IIII QUA1ITY
Focusing on the CD source to
begin with, I hooked up my Quad
ESL-57 electrostatics to the Music

Receiver (MR) and was immediately

impressed with the upper midrange
performance via SkunkAnansie\
'Hedonism'. lt p.oved musical,

sprithtly and entertaininS. Pushing

this track to high volumes did triSSer

clipping so I decided to swap the
speakers for rather less demanding

Acoustic Energy Radiance Ones

which suited the big box perfectly.

Yes, the IYR doesn't express quite

the same emotion durint the vocals,

challenged my reference system. ln

fact. I have never heard the featured

acoustic guitar - a real hidden

treasure on this lrack sound so

light and delicate.

Moving to jazz and the HDCD
version ofTina Brook' iazz album

'True Blue', the l''lR continued to
impress with its balanced sound.This

is an open, well behaved, musical

packate \ /ith no obvious vices. No
howling upper mids, no bloomy bass

or strangled treble. ln fact, on this

album, both trumpet and sax were

clear and concise in presentation

terms, adding to the musical nature

of the performance, while bass was

firm and secure.Throushout, the MR

did the iob without tryint to exceed

its own abilities - it seemed good

at recognising its own strengths and

weaknesses and knew not to spread

itself too thin.

Pluttint in my iPod Classic at

the rear and playing a range of chart-
based wAV tracks, all suffering from
heavy compression, I

was impressed at how
the l'4R managed keep a
lid on some of the most

agSressive and waylvard

mixes, corrallinS them
into some sort of

Switchint to the FM radio and

my local BBC stations did feature

a rather hardened upper midrange

but it also sounded transparent

and revealing at low volumes along

with a deep soundstage and minimal

hiss via the basic aerial. Listening

to lnternet radio, initial access was

both brisk and efficienr well ordered,

easy to use and naviSate while sound

proved balanced and never ou! of
control. Even lowly 48k streams were

both fun and involving, while hither

bitrates such as the l92k BBC Radio

3 stream proved more enjoyable and

less gmrinS than its Fl'4 brother. ltt
good news that it works very well as

a streamen althouth the FM source

was less impressive,

c0ilctust0il
T+A's new E-Series I'lusic Receiver

is a high quality prodlct that is built
alont sensible lines with plenty of
lseful features that will to keep the
audiophile happy. Sonically, it should

satisry anyone who is looking for a

second system or for a main system

for a frmily that has - let us say -
demanding ground-rules, or for those

with smaller properties and limited

budgets.As such it\ well worth
auditioning, and comes with the Hi-Fi

World thumbs aloft!

Fine value, all-in-one hi-fi system
packed wth qua lty components and

deliverlng an insightlu, balanced

T+A E.SERIES MUSIC

RECETVER e2.690

Acoustic Brands Limited

O+44 (o)79r7 43r280

www.ta-hifi.com

I0n
. build quality

- transparency
- musicality
. streaming performance

AGAII'ISI

. streaming interface
- renote control
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